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SUBJECT: Telephone Conversation vrlth Dr. John A, Wheeler

1. At 1A30 today 1 called Dr. Wheeler at Princeton, New

Jersav (123nn) to thank hln for his interest in possible affilia-

tion as a consultant in the CIA attach on the "flying saucer"

problem. I told hirvW regretted that -the urgency of his current

vork for AHC- (’lATTSRHCRiT) prevented association at this tine.

2. Dr. Wheeler stated that he night not be able to actively

assist even after-larch—1^?3—because of his work on "particle

research" r However,-'be-"would" be^)'_eased^t any tine- to discuss___

the natter briefly. He -mentioned two foreign nationals who

were currently outstanding in related fields. One vas Dr. Cnaptaan,

a British ^subject who is an authority on the aurorae and its

associated "mysterious problems" of "ion. path" and "magnetic

focussi . Dr. Qtpav (Director of Research at Cambridge, ....

Massachusetts USA? Research" Gunter?- aieh'trbs" able to suggest

-U. S. subjects 'in this fi eld Ttrirr-reeTS" that the Air Force

has been stud,rir£ uoner atnssoheric phenomena there with

considerable vicor r—

s

believed to be currently at

Cambridge University, England.

3.

Another suggestion was DuTHafnes
-
Alfven, an “original

thinker and outstanding researcher". He has written "Cosmological

ELectrcd7r.arn.es" ,
Oxford University Press. Dr. Wheeler thought

sons method of using ore or both of the3Q men Plight be devised

through a "cut out",' assuming the problem continued for an

appreciable length of-tine and scientific attack was warranted.
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